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Learn to communicate effectively with your Spanish speaking help in just 5 hours!Have you always

wanted to learn Spanish but never found the time or the right teacher? Are you having trouble

communicating with your Spanish speaking help? Did you study Spanish in school but find yourself

unable to construct even simple sentences in Spanish? This book is for homemakers in need of a

Spanish beginners or refresher course. Due to our unique method of teaching, you will be amazed

at how much Spanish you will learn and retain in just five hours! What makes this Spanish course

special?Efficient LearningOur breakthrough method allows you to retain most if not all of what you

learn and immediately put it to use. The key is interactivity: Instead of making you repeat words and

sentences, you are encouraged to think and apply what you learned. Using the words and concepts

you learn throughout the course, you will build Spanish sentences and translate Spanish sentences

into English right from the start. The course also makes use of the many similarities between

English and Spanish so you can associate new Spanish words with English words you already

know. RelevanceYou'll learn relevant words and sentences that you can put to use immediately.

This will allow you to reinforce what you've learned through real life practice and motivate you to

complete the course. SpeedThis course only takes about five hours to complete. Many people buy

expensive Spanish courses and never find the time to complete the course. But you should be able

to find five hours. Even if you only study for half an hour each day, you'll be done in a little more

than a week!FunLearning should be fun and rewarding. It is hard to describe the pleasure you

experience when you manage to construct complete sentences in Spanish after just half an hour

into the course. In addition, the course is peppered with quotes and anecdotes, keeping the learning

fun and exciting.
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I found this book through a recommendation from a friend of mine, who had told me that this is the

first approach to Spanish learning that seems to work with him. She hasn't finished the course but

actually was able to formulate sentences to tell the help what needs to be done around the house.

Even the help noticed!I started this book as well (I have some basic knowledge of Spanish) and so

far found it to be a useful approach to learning. It is not so "word memorizing oriented" and quickly

challenges you to formulate your own sentences based on logic acquired in the book.The reason I

give four out 5 stars is because I believe this book would work even better in the audio format. I can

imagine using it while driving and progressing quite quickly through it. I hope the publishers take

note.

Having Spanish speaking employees a friend of mine recommended "Spanish for the busy

housewife" to me. I have used many methods in the past and concluded that I'm just not going to

learn this language. I found I would need much more time and effort than I was willing to give up.

Using Spanish for the busy housewife changed it all! Instead of waiting 3-4 hours into a lesson to

get to the targeted scene and conversation I was learning Spanish for in the first place, David has

put together an amazing combination of fundamentals and targeted scenes so that I was constantly

engaged and made great progress picking up things up. Mucho Gracias!

This is a basic but helpful approach when you have to deal with basic concepts around the house. I

have not finished the book yet, but I intend to what with all my other Spanish resources.

I bought this book for the Kindle, and although I am not particularly language talented, and never

learned Spanish in school, I was amazed at how easy it was to pick up the basic rules and

vocabulary using the methods in Spanish for the Busy Housewife.It is quick, fun and useful. I can

heartily recommend it.
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